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Â See a walk through of the second edition here.

--------------------Â

Words Their Way Â® with

English Learners, 2/e is the most complete resource available for teachers to use as they facilitate
research-based word study in classrooms with students from varying language backgrounds.
Included in this new edition areÂ chapter by chapter examples of studentsâ€™ work, hands-on
sample learning activities, illustrative graphics and tables to support the text, a variety of word study
activities, a concise outline of a research-based model of literacy development, references to
multilingual language-learning materials and websites, and more. Â The book is modeled after the
widely popular word study approach, Words Their Way Â® , and is designed primarily to support
teachers working with students from a wide range of home languages as they learn to read and
write in English. Â Â What&#39;s New to This Edition?

NEW! An extensive media component,

PD Toolkit for Words Their Way Â® with English Learners features: Tools for teaching, including:
assessment application tool featuring user-friendly navigation instructional strategies
create-your-own word sorts tool hundreds of additional word sorts, games and templates foreign
language spelling assessments for Chinese, Korean, and Spanish speakers.

All new how-to

classroom videos showing authentic implementation of the Words Their WayÂ® approach with
English Learners Complimentary 12-month access to the PDToolkitÂ is packaged with each new
Second Edition To learn more, please visit http://pdtoolkit.pearson.com

NEW! Instructional ideas

based on the most recent research have been included to enhance the theoretical foundation and
instructional activities in the book. NEW! Extensive graphics show how to implement the sorts and
other word study activities. NEW! A new chapter addresses word study for students at the
advanced level of word study, Derivational Relations. NEW! A teacher-friendly introduction clearly
presents the theory and assessment of word knowledge development in English. NEW! Hmong
translations of all the pictures for sorts and games have been added to the five languages already
featured (Spanish, Arabic, Chinese, Korean, and Vietnamese) helping teachers use the vocabulary
as a resource for working with students, their families, and community members. NEW!
References to multilingual and language-learning materials and websites help teachers access
resources that bid on the cultural and linguistic foundations of students from a wide range of
backgrounds. NEW! Figures, boxes, and graphic representations break up the text making the
material easier to understand. NEW! Numerous pictures and sample sorts clarify how to do the
instructional activities through each of the developmental levels.
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I bought the book and the PDToolkit was great. Unfortunately, it stopped working after a few weeks.
And then I got this email (I cut a few sentences with contact information)"PD Toolkit Customer,We
are writing to update you on the availability of the PDToolkit for Words Their Way: Word Study for
Phonics, Vocabulary and Spelling Instruction, 5/e and Vocabulary Their Way: Word Study with
Middle and Secondary Students, 2/e.Over the past several months a number of our customers have
experienced persistent issues with the PDToolkit that have made the product very difficult, and in
some cases impossible, to use. On behalf of Pearson, we would like to apologize for these issues
and for the inconvenience they may have caused you and your students.Our technology team has
uncovered the underlying causes of the issues and is hard at work making the necessary repairs to
the site. The PDToolkit will be temporarily unavailable while the repairs are being made. In the
interim, we are taking the following steps to ensure you have access to the content you need.â€¢On
January 5, 2015 we will release a new interim site to provide access to the PDToolkit videos and
PDF content. Please visit http://pdtoolkit.pearson.com/update/index.html to access the interim
site.â€¢If you need access to the PDToolkit PDF content prior to January 5, 2015, please email
Education.Service@pearson.com to request the content you need. Please be as specific as
possible so we can quickly and accurately fulfill your request.Once we have resolved the issues with
the PDToolkit, we will re-release the site in spring 2015. We will keep you updated on our progress
and provide more details on the timeframe for the re-release as they become available at

http://pdtoolkit.pearson.com/update/index.html.
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